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On live television, amid the 2014 victory celebration for U.S. Senator-elect Thom Tillis, a local reporter asked Carolina Rising head Dallas Woodhouse about the group’s spending “a whole lot of money to get this man elected.” From underneath a “Thom Tillis” hat, Woodhouse replied unabashedly: “$4.7 million. We did it.”

We did it.

In this moment of unvarnished truth, Woodhouse baldly admitted that Carolina Rising spent $4.7 million—a full 97 percent of the organization’s total spending in 2014—to elect Tillis to the U.S. Senate. This surprised no one. For months, Carolina Rising masqueraded as a “social welfare organization,” but was, in effect, a shadow campaign for Tillis, running nearly 4,000 television ads throughout the state. Of the claim that the ads were educational, one North Carolinian told the local press: “It’s a total, outright tale.”

Until the 2014 election cycle, a 501(c)(4) organization would not have dared to devote its entire budget to the election of a lone candidate for fear of violating federal tax and campaign finance laws. But, as we have seen before, when this Commission leaves a vacuum by failing to enforce clear law, new organizations rush in to fill the void, knowing that they will suffer no consequences. The Republican commissioners’ longstanding unwillingness to follow the law and
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Commission precedent regarding political committee status has led to this particular void being filled by a new entity, the “single-candidate (c)(4),” the latest but not the last innovation in shrouding campaign funds from public view. Emboldened by the FEC’s Republicans, these new organizations continued to flout the law throughout the 2016 election cycle.

The Republican commissioners’ failure to rein in Carolina Rising’s behavior is particularly galling because the group was so brazen about its support of Tillis. The group was founded in March 2014 and was funded almost entirely by a single $4.8 million anonymous donation. Between August 2014 and Election Day, the group spent $4.7 million on three different advertisements touting Tillis’s accomplishments as Speaker of the North Carolina House of Representatives, though Tillis was not seeking reelection to state office. The barrage of advertisements neatly coincided with Tillis’s campaign for the U.S. Senate and plainly endorsed his character and fitness for office.

Although Carolina Rising has maintained that its communications were “issue” ads, filings with the Federal Communications Commission by the group’s vendor, Crossroads Media, explicitly characterized at least one of its three ads as “Pro-Thom Tillis” and reported that the “issue” in its ad was “supporting Thom Tillis, senatorial candidate for N.C. (R)—election on 11/4/14.” Carolina Rising could not possibly have been more clear about its purpose to elect Thom Tillis to the U.S. Senate.

Incredibly, Carolina Rising never registered with the Commission as a political committee or disclosed to the public its donors or the full scope of its political spending. Under the law, an organization is required to register and report as a federal political committee when it receives contributions or makes expenditures in excess of $1,000 and has as its major purpose the nomination or election of a federal candidate. Here, Carolina Rising spent millions of dollars to advocate for Tillis’s election. Though its advertisements did not use so-called “magic words” of express advocacy, by touting his accomplishments as a state legislator, all three clearly promoted Tillis’s character and fitness to serve as a U.S. Senator. The timing of the advertisements to coincide with Tillis’s campaign for U.S. Senate, when Tillis was not simultaneously running for reelection to his state office, makes this purpose particularly clear.
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The Commission has previously agreed that such advocacy provides an ample basis to further investigate whether a group is in fact a political committee, as we recommended here.

As the Commission has clearly spelled out, an organization’s major purpose may be established by a variety of factors, including the group’s public statements and “sufficiently extensive spending on Federal campaign activity.” Woodhouse’s televised bragging about Carolina Rising and the organization’s FCC filings unambiguously show that the group intended its advertisements to aid Tillis’s election. And given that those advertisements represented virtually all of the organization’s spending in 2014, it defies logic to conclude that Carolina Rising bore any purpose other than the election of a federal candidate.

“We did it.” The Commission is rarely handed a plainer admission. Despite that, Republican commissioners have turned a blind eye to the reality before us. They have once again failed to adhere to the law and Commission precedent and blocked any investigation into possible violations of the Federal Election Campaign Act.

In so doing, the agency has missed an important opportunity to address an issue of great significance and to check the shameless proliferation of groups exploiting the shelter of the U.S. tax code to trample upon federal campaign finance law. We had the opportunity to put all single-candidate nonprofits on notice that similar actions are unlawful. Instead, the Republican commissioners have denied North Carolina voters their right to know the source of millions of dollars poured into their U.S. Senate election.

“We did it.” Yes, you did. And the FEC’s Republicans let you get away with it.
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Id. We respectfully disagree with the Office of General Counsel’s characterization of this matter as merely a question of whether Carolina Rising failed to disclose donors for the two electioneering communications reported to the Commission. See First General Counsel’s Report, MUR 6880 (Carolina Rising) (June 3, 2015). This view, we believe, misses the forest for the trees. Confining the inquiry solely to the completeness of Carolina Rising’s reports ignores the overwhelming evidence that has publicly surfaced demonstrating that those reports were just a piece of Carolina Rising’s exploitation of the Federal Election Campaign Act.